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Stock#: 67511
Map Maker: Anonymous

Date: 1820 circa
Place: Netherlands?
Color: Pen & Ink with Wash Color
Condition: VG+
Size: 11.5 x 10.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Manuscript Map Showing Land in the German State of Hessen

Finely-wrought topographic manuscript map showing the Schwalm-Eder-Kreis, or the Schwalm-Eder
district.

The document, on the verso, is titled “Gorge de Karlenhausen,” the name of one of the small towns marked
by rectangles with red dots. The east-oriented map shows a large gorge with sloping hills, with the river
running through the top of the feature. Several towns are included, most located along the river and its
tributaries. Roads are also shown, connecting the villages to each other.

Many of the towns are recognizable, but they are known by slightly different names today. From the right,
there is Neuental-Schlierbach (Schlierbach on the map), Neuental-Gilsa (Gilsen), Neuental-Bischhausen
(Bischhausen), Bad Zwesten-Niederuff (Niderruff), Bad Zwesten-Oberruff-Schiffelborn (Oberuff), Burg
Löwenstein (Castle Löwenstein, Löwenstein on the map) and Bad Zwesten (Zwiste).

There are still castle ruins at Burg Löwenstein. As seen here, the area is largely rural and hilly. It gets its
name from the Schwalm and Eder Rivers which run through the district. The Schwalm is labeled on this
map. 

The map is finely drawn by a skilled hand. The paleography suggests a creation date of the early-
nineteenth century. Districts were designated in the area in 1821, so this map likely dates to roughly that
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time. 

Detailed Condition:


